
All Word Positions

Initial Medial Final

1 syllable 2 syllables 3+ syllables 2 syllables 3+ syllables 1 syllable 2 syllables 3+ syllables

vague vacant vacation acid advantage brave above adjective

vain vaccine valentine advance adventure cave achieve basket weave

Val vacuum Valerie adverb advertise chive alive boxing glove

valve valet vanilla advice advertisement cleave approve effective

van valid vaporizer average advocate clove arrive expensive

vane valley various avoid all over cove beehive fugitive

vase value vegetable beaver anniversary crave behave impressive

vast vampire vegetables bravo avalanche curve believe locomotive

vat Van Gogh vehicle canvas avenue Dave captive microwave

vault vandal ventilate cavern average dive concave misbehave

veal vanish vertebra civic bedcover dove conceive negative

veer vapor vertical civil beverage drive cursive New Year’s Eve

veil varnish veteran clever Beverly drove deceive positive

vein vary vibration clover boulevard eve deprive relative

vend velour victory convert bravery five derive sensitive

vent velvet video convey caravan gave disk drive talkative

verb vendor video game convince carnival give disprove tidal wave

verge venom videotape cover carnivore glove festive

verse venture Vietnam covered cavity grave forgave

versed Venus vinegar David conveyer grieve forgive

vest verbal violate devote coverage groove heat wave

vet verdict violet diver covering grove improve

vibe Vermont violin divide crossover have motive

vice version Virginia divorce daredevil hive naive

Vick vessel visible driver deliver I’ve native

view veto visitor driveway develop jive olive

viewed vibrate vitamin elevator deviate leave outlive

vile Vicky vivacious eleven devotion live passive

vim victim vocabulary envelope discover love receive

Vince Victor volcano envy disfavor mauve relieve

vine viewpoint volleyball even dividend move remove

vogue vigor volunteer evening division of retrieve

voice villa ever divisor pave revive

voiced village every elevate peeve shortwave

void villain evil elevator prove skydive

volt Vincent favor eleven rave survive

vote vineyard fever envelope rove

vouch violet flavor everyday save

vow viper given everyone shave
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